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Context

The EAMPA project is an
ongoing research programme
establishing an environmental
accounting system for the 27
Italian MPAs.
The ecological and economic
value of the MPAs is assessed,
with particular reference to
ecosystem services and aiming
at evaluating net benefits

The goal is to ascribe a money value to the Portofino MPA environment
by the use of Emergy analysis, a system metodology able to account
environmental costs and convert them into monetary units (Odum,
1996)
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Actions & results
 Identification of the benthic biocenosis and 

habitat in Portofino MPA with benthic and 
fishes biomass they host

 Calculation of money value per unit area and 
per each biocenosis

 Identification of biocenosis playing as 
sources/sinks within MPA system

 Identification of provided ecosystem services

If the MPA is correctly planned, the wider low 
value areas are able to provide resources to 
deficit habitats and even to export resources to 
other systems.

High value habitats are mainly deficit areas (filled 
by other MPA habitats or filled by external 
habitats), concentrating biomass and requiring 
great productivity fluxes. Their sustenance is 
assured by the presence of low value and 
feeding surplus areas in the surroundings  
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..Results (cruise ships ecoservice)
By means of emergy analysis the cost paid by the environment in terms of resources 
provided (considered as free by economy) to maintain an ecoservice provision can be 
calculated and compared with economic benefits.

Cruise ships tourism is one of the 
most promising activities from an 
economic point of view but its 
potential impact on ports of call 
should be taken into account

Cruise tourists, if repercussion on municipalities are considered, fall in the category of 
“hit-and-run” tourists, recognised to producing negative impacts from environmental and 
socio-economic perspectives that have to be quantified and managed

The economic revenues and the ecological cost of cruise tourism. Paoli et al, submitted.

Moreover, the additional costs 
supported by nature to absorb 
pollution from cruise ships presence 
in the area can be quantified in 
ecological and then economic 
terms.
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Challenges / Perspectives

The analysis on cruisers is only the first among the 
analyses of all the activites that insist on the area.

Blockages: we are carrying on interviews with all 
categories of MPA users. Not all of them are 
available 

A big challenge is the understanding of the real 
economic value of the MPA taking into 
consideration all the human activities inside its 
territory
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Recommendations
• Emergy is a promising tool to (1) understand if 

the pressure on an ecosystem is high or not and 
(2) to plan the institution  and management of an 
MPA

• A good feasability study is fundamental in order 
to realize effective conservation actions

• An analitical analysys of every ecosystem services 
permit to understand what are the tourist 
activities that a territory needs or not
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Thank you - Merci

Contact:
Valentina Cappanera

Portofino Marine Protected Area
v.cappanera@portofinoamp.it


